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Abstract. In the framework of the Green-function formalism the hydrodynamic-Langevin
scheme is developed for electronic noise calculations by using deterministic conservation equa-
tions. The validity of the scheme is illustrated by calculating the cross-correlation funcüions
of conduction current fluctuations in submicron GaAs st¡uctu¡es.

Introduction. Within the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) ühe most comprehensive
description of the spatio-temporal evolution of fluctuations is wually based on the Green-
function formalism, when the source of fluctuations is represented by the Langevin force
describing the occupation number fluctuations caused by single scatüering events [f ,2]. How-
ever, because of its rnathernatical complexity, the BTE approach meets with serious difliculties
when applied üo caiculate the transport and noise characteristics of real devices in the pres-
ence of hot-carrier conditions. As a consequence, deterministic approaches at a hydrodynamic
(HD) level are better suited for this sake [3,4]. The aim of this work is to construct a similar
formalism at a HD level keeping the main features of the BTE Langevin force determined by
single scattering events. We notice that the HD approach is intrinsically based on a separate
description ofcarrier concentration from dynamic characteristics such as velocity, energy, etc.
Therefore, the two tasks to be solved are: (i) to reformulate the Langevin forces of the BTE
in terms of fluctuations of the HD variables at the HD level, (ii) to construct appropriate
response functions to the HD Langevin forces.
Hydrodynamic equations with Langevin forces. The formal procedure to incorporate
the Langevin forces at a HD level is the same as for the derivation of the HD equations. By
nrultiplying the BTE with the Langevin force {(p, x,t)by 1, ,(p), e(p) and fu¡ther integration
over momentum space one obtains the conservation equations for carrier concentration n(r,t),
mean velocity u(r,t) and mean energy e(r, ú):
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is the HD analog of the BTE Langevi¡r force ((p,c,ü). In the absence of generation-
¡ecombinatiorr processes, as it is the case considered here, the continuiüy equation (1) does
not contai¡r source of flucüuatiorrs, since during a scattering event a car¡ier keeps the same
position in the real space, so that / {(p,x,t)d,p = O [t,2]. Therefore, the HD Langevin forces
given by Eq. (4) describe fluctuations of only carrier velocity (o : u) and energy (o: u),
which can change during a scattering event. Eq. (4) represents the total intensity of the
random force which acts on all carriers located in a small neighborhood around point r.
Since Eqs. (2) and (3) are written for mean values of velocity and energ-y of one carrier, the
quantity fo@,t)/n in the r.h.s. of Eqs. (2) and (3) corresponds to the intensity of the HD
Langevin force normalized to one ca¡rier.

Spectral power of HD Langevin forces. $imil¿¡ly to the case of tire BTE approach, the
correlation funcüion of the HD Langevin forces is d-correlated both in time and space:

(5)

where ,Su¿(ca) is the local spectral density of the fluctuation power of the HD Langevrn
forces (c : p) and thei¡ cross-correlaüiors (a # 9), which can be expressed through the
correspondent spectral density S€(p, p', r¡) of the BTE Langevin forces by:
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Substitution into Eq. (6) of an analytical expression for ,Sg(p, p', co) given in [f ,2] for the case
of nondegenerate carriers and in the absence of two.particle interaction, after some simple
tra¡lsformations fi nally gives :

where /r(p, rs) is the stationary dist¡ibution function of carriers in the structure normalized
to carrier concentration, and W(p,p') is the transition rate from state p into state p' due
to all scattering mechanisms. As follows from Eq. (7) the power of the HD noise source is
dist¡ibuted in the voh¡me proportionally to the carrier concentration nr(r¡) : .[ /"(p, ro)dp.
Since in the HD approach the concentration is described by the separate equation (1) which
does not contain Langevin forces, it is convenient to introduce the single.particle spectral
densities 5¿p("0) : Sup(xs)/n"(ca), which local values directly depend on the single-carrier
disüribution function in the whole momentum space in the neighborhood of point c : o0 only.
The value of. S u¡¡@o) is deüermined only by processes occuring-during a single scattering event
and is desc¡ibed by average rate of the velocity and energy changes, Ao : o(p') -a(p), which
take place when the carrier instantaneously scatters from an initial state p into a final state
state p'. Since for most mechanisms the scattering rate depends on carrier energy only, it
is reasonable to assume, as it was done for all other parameters of the HD approach, that
abo 3¿¡ depends on the local value of the mean energy only. In this case numerical values

of ^iu¿(e), as fi¡nctions of the mean energy e ca¡r be obtained from MC simulatioru of the
bomogeneous bulk material as described in [a].
Ilydrodynamic singleparticle Green-functions. Since ^9r¿ given by Eq. (Z) is pro'
portional to the local concentration nr(os) through.f"(p,oo) we are allowed to introduce
the concept of a single'pa¡ticle Green-function which describes a lineor response of char-
acüeristics of one particle to an action of the HD Langevin forces (4). For this sake the
point-like impulsive forces which enter into the definition of correspondent Green-functions
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must be locally normalized to an unperturbed concentration, i.e. they should be of the form
ó(r - cs)ó(ú)/n"(ro). It means, that the normaüzation factor lfnin the r.h.s. of Eqs. (2)
aud (3) will be separated from (o(r,ú), and placed into the definition of the Green-function.
Let us consider the general case of a numerical calculation of the G¡een-function (response
function) for an arbitrary local characteristic of the system, Q(n,r,e,E,r), which can be
represented as a function of the HD variables (nrure), the local electric field ,E and position
r inside the structure. The simplest examples of such a Q-characteristic are the HD variables
themselves. The conduction current, jcond: enu, the energy flvxrW : enue, etc. are other
examples.

The procedure for the Green-functions calculation is as follows. Firstly, a stationary sG.
lution of Eqs. (1)-(3) without the Langevin forces is found together with the Poisson equation
for the self-consistent electric field -E(r) and, if necessary, another equation describing the
external circuit. Then, a perturbation of the stationary values of velocity or energy, given
by Aod(c - "o), is introduced at time ú : 0 at some point rs. Usually, the spatial pro6.le of
the perturbation is given by an approximation of the d-fr¡nction which takes some volume in
u-qpace, for example a Gaussian function. The perturbation amplitude Ao is taken in such
a way to fulfill the requirement of the response linearity to the initial perturbation. Then,
a di¡ect numerical solution of the system of equations (1) - (3) jointl¡ if necessary, with the
Poisson and circuit equations is performed ühus providing the relaxation of the system to the
stationary state at ¿ > 0. The correspondent Green-function of a certain Q-characteristic
is obtained from the diference between local values of Q(x,cs,ú) calculated during the re-
laxation process and Q"(r) corresponding to stationary conditions which is then normalized
to the amplitude of the initial perturbation Ao and the carrier concentration nr(rs) at the
point of the perturbation as:
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where a : ü,€ when the perturbation of velociüy or energy are introduced, respectively.
In accordance with the Green-function formalism, a local fluctuation of a Q-characteristic

caused by the HD Langevin force (a) can be represented as:

6q(x,t): t I o*o [* dsGf,(a,oq,sx.(rs,ú- s) (9)
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Flom Eq. (9) the spatio.temporal dependence of auto.correlation (q : q') and cross-
correlation (c * c') functions of various Q-characteristics can be represented as:
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As follows from Eq. (10), in full analogr with the stochastic MC interpretation of the BTE,
the perturbations given by €o(ro, ú) can be considered in terms of a sequence of instantaneous
impulsive variatiors of probable values of velocity and energy of a single particle which fu¡ther
dynamics is governed by the HD conservation equations (1)-(3). Indeed, Eq. (10) is the
convoluüion the following three factors. The local origin of particle fluctuations given oy
7 1
ó!¿(co), its spatio-temporal evolutiou described by single-particle Green-fi¡¡ctions and the
carrier concentration. Fbom the above interpretation we argue that multiplication by the
carrier concentration and inüegration over the whole device is equivalent to averaging over an
ensemble of independent carriers.
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Fig. 1 - Electric field response at time
moments ú : 0.1, 0.3 ps (curves 1,3
and2,4, respectively) to a velocity per-
turbation placed at ú : 0 at the point
r : 0.315 pm for the case of constant
cu¡rent (curves 1,2) and constant volt-
age (curves 3,4) operation.
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Fig. 2 - Cross-correlation functions
C(n,rn,ú) calculated by MC (curves
1,2) and HD (curves 3,4) methods for
cells rz cente¡ed at the points u :
0.435, 0.495 ¡.rrn (curves 1,3 and 2,4,
respectively) and a cell n centered at
r  :0 .3L5 prn.

Numerical results. Numerical calculations are performed for a 0.21-0.30-0.39 p,mn*nn*
GaAs structure with doping levels r¿ : 5 x 1015 cr¡r-3 and r¿* : 10rz cm-3 at ? : 300 K
for a voltage of 0.5 V. To illustrate the possibility of Green-functions calculations under
various conditiorx, Fig. 1 presents the electric field response at time mornents f - 0.1, 0.3 ps
(curves 1,3 and 2,4, respectively) to a velocity perturbation placed at ú : 0 at the point
r : 0.315 prn for the case of constant current (curves 1,2) and constant voltage (curves 3,4)
operation mode. Due to di.fferent operation modes, in the former case the response keeps
the initial local character, while in the latter case the response cove¡s the whole device at
any time moment. Figure 2 compares the cross-co¡relation functions of conduction-current
fluctuations associated with velocity fluctuatiors only (i.e. the HD calculatior¡s are performed
for Q - en"(r)u(x)) calculated under static field conditions by MC (curves 1 and 2) and HD
(curves 3 and 4) methods. In accordance with [5] this is the noise source for the standard IF
method when spatial correlation of the diffusion noise sources are accounted for. We consider
the overall agreement between the results of the two methods satisfactory thus supporting
the validity of the HD-Langevin scheme here developed.
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